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SELF-DUAL CONNECTIONS OF HOMOGENEOUS

PRINCIPAL BUNDLES OVER QUATERNIONIC

KAEHLER SYMMETRIC SPACES

By

HajimeUrakawa

Abstract. A characterization of self-dual connections of

homogeneous principal bundles over quaternionic Kaehler symmetric

spaces in terms of the holonomy homomorphism, is given using the

group theoretic approach.

Introduction.

Recently Mamone Capria and Salamon [C.S], and Nitta [N] extended the

notion of (anti-)self-dual connections in 4-manifolds to the higher dimensional

quaternionic Kaehler manifold and showed they are Yang-Mills connections. On

the other hand, compact quaternionic Kaehler symmetric manifolds were

classifiedby Wolf [W], and they are quotients M = U/K of a compact simple Lie

group U by a closed subgroup K with the spliting K - A, ･L, where A, is

isomorphic to Sp{＼)= SU{2) = S3. Therefore it would be interesting to determine

the invariant (anti-)self-dualconnections of a homogeneous principal bundle over

a compact quaternionic Kaehler symmetric manifold.

In thispaper, using the group theoretic approach, we show:

THEOREM 1.2. Let M = U/K be a Wolf space, i.e.,a compact quaternionic

Kaehler symmetric manifold.Let P be a U-homogeneous principalbundle over M

with the structuregroup G, and let X = A(P) be the corresponding holonomy

homomorphism of K into G. For a U-invariant connection 0) on P, which is

always a Yang-Mills connection,we have
(i)

(ii

0) is self-dual <=>A|L, = trivial,and

) 0) is anti-self-dual <=>A|A = trivial
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This theorem can be regarded as a natural generalization of Theorem 2 in [I],

which determined the invariant (anti-)self-dual connections of invariant bundles

over S＼

§1. Preliminary.

In this section, we prepare the notion of (anti-)self-dual connections over a

quaternionic Kaehler manifold, following Capria and Salamon [C.S], and Nitta

[N], and explain Wolf's results about compact quaternionic Kaehler symmetric

spaces.

1.1. Quatereloelc Kaehler Manifolds.

Definition. A 4≪-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M,g) is said to be

quaternionic Kaehier (cf.[B]) if its holonomy group is contained in the subgroup

Sp{n)-Sp(l) = Sp(n)xSp(l)/{(/,l),(-/,-l)} of SO(4n), which is equivalent to the

following: There exist an open covering {£/,-}of M, and almost complex structures

/,J, and K on Ut such that

(a) the Riemannian metric g is hermitian for /,J, K on Uf,

(b) K = IJ = -//,

(c) the covariant derivatives of /, /, K with respect to g on Ui, are linear

combinations of /,J, K, and

(d) for each xeUjC＼Uj, the vector subspaces of End(TxM) generated by

II,J,K) coincides with each other for each /,/.

1.2. (Anti-)Self-Dual Connections.

Following [C.S], [N], we define (anti-)self-dual connections of a principal

bundle P having the structure group G with the Lie algebra g over a quaternionic

Kaehler manifold M.

Let If be the fieldof quaternions, and H" the right U-module of n-tuples of

quaternions. The group Sp(n)-Sp(＼)acts on H" as left multiplications of Sp(n),

and right multiplications by Sp(l). The Sp(n)-Sp(l)-module a2Hn has the

following irreducible decomposition:

(1.1) A2jr=A2'cA2"0fi2,

where A[ is the submodule of 5r/?(n)-fixedvectors, and B2 is the one of Sp{＼)-

fixed vectors. By the assumption that the holonomy group of M is included in

Sp(n)-Sp(l), we get the global decomposition of a2T*M :
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where A'2,A" and B2 mean also the subbundlesof a2T*M correspondingto the

Definition. A connection (0 on P is said to be an A'2 (resp. A2,B2)-

connection if the curvature form Qm, which is a g-valued 2 form on P, is a

section of £Rn*A'2 (resp. £R7r*A2"eR7r*i?2), where s = Pxg (the product

bundle), and ji*A'2,ji*A",k*B2 are the pullback subbundles of a2T*M by the

projection n＼P->M.

Nitta [N] and Mamone Capria - Salamon [C.S] showed all the A2,A",B2-

connections are Yang-Mills connections of P, and B2 (resp. A2)-connections are

the natural extension of self-dual (resp. anti-self-dual) connections in the case

dim(M) = 4, to the quaternionic Kaehler manifolds.

For later use, we express locally these connections. Take a local orthonormal

frame field {ei;i= l,---,4n}such that

Ve, =0,

/g4*+l= e4k+2≫Je4M = e4k+i'Ke4k+l = *4A+4,& = 0,1,･･･,H - 1,

and denote by {ft),-;/= l,--,4n}, the dual basis. The rank 3-bundle A2, and the rank

n(2n +1)-bundle B2 have the following bases of local sections, /, /, K for A2.

which are given by

n~＼
/:= I(R4*+1 Afl)4*+2+W≪+3 Afl)4*+4)≫

n-＼

k=0
%+l^4{+3+≫4MA%+2),

n-＼

K := l(R4k+l A R≪+4 + R4k+2 A R4*+3 X

and Is,Js,Ks,O^s^n-l, Dpq,Epq,Fpq,Gpq, O^p<q^n-l, for B2 are given by

h = fi>4,+lA R4.+2 - R4,+3 A R4,+4 '

Js = R4.v+lA R4.v+3- R4.!+4A ≪4,+2.

^.v = <*Wl A R4.v+4- R4.v+2A R4.s+3.

Dpq=co4p+] A6tVi + ≪4P+2
A"V2 + ≪V3 AR4,+3 + R4P+4

AR4(?+4'

EPq - R4P+l A ^+2 - R4p+2 A R4,+
l
- R4p+3 A ^4^+4 + ≪4P+4 A ≪49+3

'
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+ R4P+2 A (O4q+4 - fl)4 , A fl)4 , - ≪4p+4 A £04(/+2 ,

Gno = R4p+l A R49+4 - ≫4P+2 A <≫4,+3+ R4,+3 A R4,+2 ~W4P+4 A R4,+l ･

Then a connection ft)is A2 if and only if the curvature form Q= Qw can be

expressed locally as

Q= aR 7t*I + bR K*J + cR n*K,

where a, b, c are ^-valued functions locally defined on P, and so on for A" ,B2-

connections. Summing up these, we get then the following criterion to be A2,

A", Z?2-connections:

PROPOSITION 1.1. For a connection ft) on a principal G-bundle P over a

quaternionic Kaehler manifold M,

(1) it is A'2, i.e., anti-self-dual, if and only if the curvature form Q satisfies

locally,

^(eAk+]*,e4k+2*)= Q(e4M*,e4k+4*)= Q{ef,e2*)= Q(e3*,e4*),

Q(e4k+l*,eAk+3*)= Q(eu+4*,eu+2*)= Q(e*,e,*)= Q(e4*,e2*),

%i*.^4*)=%w*.W)= Q(e*,e4*)= Q(e2*,e}*),

for all k = 0,1,･･-,≪―1, and all the other components of Q are zero.

(2) ft)is an A2 -connection if and only if Q(u*)= 0 for all the horizontal lifts

u* of elements u in a2 TM dual to the bases of A2,B-,.

(3) ft)is a B2, i.e., self-dual, -connection if and only if

Q(e4s+*,e4s+2*)= Q(e4s+4*,e4s+,*),

Q(e4s+*,e4s+3*)= I2(e4v+2*,e4v+4*),

Q(e4s+*,e4s+4*)= £2(e4s+,*,e4s+2*), 0^s^n-l,

Q{e4p,*,e4qU*)= Q(e4l,+2*,e4q+2*)= Q(e4p+3*,e4q+,*)= Q(e4p,4*,e4q+4*),

fi(^.*.^2*) = -≪(^2*.^.*)=-^(^3*.^4*)=-Q(^4*.^3*).

a<V,*,%+3*)= Q(e4p+2*,e4q+4*)= -Q(e4p+3*,e4q+*)= -Q(e4p+4*,e4q+2*),

0^p< q^n-l,

and all the other components are zero. Here, for a vector field X on M, we
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denote by X*, the horizontal liftto P.

1.3. Wolf's quaterelonic Kaehler symmetric spaces.

A compact simply connected quateraionic Kaefaler Riemannian symmetric

space M, classified by Wolf [W], is the coset space M = U/K of a compact

simple Lie group U with trivialcenter by a closed subgroup K with K= A,･L,,

where A,,L, are closed subgroups of K given as follows: Taking a maximal torus

T of K, let A be the root system of the complexification uc of the Lie algebra u

of U with respect to the Lie algebra t,i.e.,for ae A,

[H,Ea] = 4Zla(H)Ea, for all Het.

Here Eaeuc satisfies rEa= E_a,B(Ea,E_a) = -＼, where r is the conjugation of

uc with respect to u and B is the Killing form of uc. For X,jie Zl,(A,/i)=

-B(HX,HM), and Hxet is given by -B{HX,H)= A(tf), for all #ef. Put

Ua = Ea + E_a,Va = 4^l{Ea - E_a),ae A. Let j3 be the highest root of A under

some order. Define the Lie subalgebras a,,/,of M by

a[: = {Hp,Up,Vp}R,

and k:=axRl

Denoting

Il: = {Het;P(H) = O}R X [Ua,Va)K,
a>O,(a,fl)=O

,, and let A{,LVK be the corresponding analyticsubgroups of U

p: = 1

a>O,a±p,(a,p)*O

{Ua,Va]K,

then u = kRp is the Caftan decomposition of u and M = U/K is a symmetric

space.Moreover, the endomorphisms

/:= Ad(exp-;rX), J: = Ad(exp-^y), K: = Ad(exp-^Z),

of u give the almost complex structuresof M = U/K around the origin,where

x = H. , Y

^2

101
Vf≫ z =

V2
w VP

//, on p

2

00)

Namely,

(1.1) I2 =-Id, J2 =-Id, K2 =-Id, K =

Note that,giving the inner product (･,･)=-$(v) on u
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(X,X)=(Y,Y)=(Z,Z)=4/(p,(3),

[X,Y] = 2Z, (Y,Z) = 2X, (Z,X) = 2Y

All compact simply connected quatemionic Kaehler symmetric spaces are

exhausted by these coset spaces M = U/K.

Let P be a {/-homogeneous principal G-bundle over M, and A=/t(F), the

holonomy homomorphism of K into G at a point u0 in P with ;t(ko)= o= {^}e

UIK, i.e.,for all hK, to0 = ao2(A;)for some X(k)e G. We denote by the same

letterits Lie algebra homomorphism. Then we obtain:

THEOREM 1.2. Let M = U/K be a Wolf space, i.e., a compact simply

connected quaternionic Kaehler symmetric space. Let P be a U-homogeneous

principal G-bundle over M, and A= A(P), the holonomy homomorphism of K into

G. For a U-invariant connection (Bon P,

(1) mis an A'2-connection oA = 0 on f,,

(2) (O is an A" -connection <=> X = 0, in this case, P is trivial and 0)is flat,

(3) (O is a B2-connection <=> A= 0 on a,.

For the proof, let us recall the facts (cf. [K.N, Chapter X]) about the

invariant connections on homogeneous principal bundles. Note that a ^/-invariant

connection 0) must be canonical, i.e., the linear map A of u into g corres-

ponding to 0) satisfies A = 0, on p, because M = U/K is symmetric (cf. [K.N,]

Theorem 3.1, p.230]). Then the curvature form £2% at the fixed point u0 is given

by

(1.3) 2£2Uo(X~,Y~)= -X([X,Y]),X,Ye p.

Here X~,Xe u, is a vector field on P defined by

x-―d-
exp(tX)p,pGP.

Note that X~Uo,Xe p, is the horizontal liftof the tangent vector Xo e TOM since

couo(X~)=A(X)=0.

Using these facts, we will prove Theorem 1.2 in the section three.

§2. Some Lemmas about Wolf Spaces.

Before goinginto the proof of Theorem 1.2,we prepare some lemmas about

the fine structureof quaternionic Kaehler symmetric spaces. We retain the

notationsin§1,in particular1.3.We obtainthenimmediately:
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LEMMA 2.1. The endomorphisms I, J, K of the Lie algebra U satisfythe

following:

(I) I(H/i)=J(Hp)=K(Hp)=-Hl}, 1(H)=J(H)=K(H)=H,

for all Het with P(H)= 0, in particular, I2 = J2 = K2 = Id ,on t.

(II) We put, for ae A,a> 0 with a* P, and (a,fi)*Q,

J(a)(H) = a(JH), K{a){H) = a(KH), Het.

Then (1) J(a),K(a)e A, (2) -J(a)> 0, (3) a = -J(a), (4) {aeA;a>0,

a* f3, (a,P)*0} = {a,,■■･,an}U{-J(ocl),･･■,-J(an)}(a disjoint union) for some

mutually distinct ocl,---,anwith An = dim(M). (5) IEa = iEa,IE_a = ―iE_a, in

particular, IUa = Va,IVa =-Ua. (6) JEa = caEJ{a),JE_a = c_aE_J(a),KEa =

daEK{a),KE_a=d_aE_K(a). Here the complex numbers ca,da's satisfy the

rplntinni-

c c =

Moreover, we get

1.
Ca

= C-a> ^J(a) L-a' "a ica, d_a

Lemma 2.2.(I) For Wek,

IW=W^WeRXR11,

JW = W&WeRYRll and

KW = W^WeRZR1].

(2) IY = -Y.IZ = -Z: JX = -X.JZ = -Z: KX = -X.KY = -Y

= ic_a

Due to [Theorem 4.2, W], we get:

Lemma 2.3. {Het;p(H) = 0}

= {Ha -Ha.;a,a' e A,a,a' > 0,(a,p)> 0,(a',j8)>0}^

= {Hret;aeA,(a,P)>0,a = -p + Y,(P,Y) = 0}K-

LEMMA 2.4. According to the decomposition k = al+li, we denote by Xar

the ar component, for X&k. Then for at A, a>0 with a*P and (≪,/?)*0,

lUaJUa]ai =(j2T]＼p＼Uli,and [Ua,KUa＼ ={42Y{＼P＼Vr

Proof of Lemma 2.4.Since [Ua,JUa] and [Ua,KUa]ek, are fixedby /and

K, we get that[Ua,JUa]a eRY, [Ua,KUJa eRZ, by Lemma 2.2.Then we only
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(JUa,[Y,Ua]) = 2, and (KUa,[Z,Ua]) = 2

By definition of J, and K, and ad(50 is skew symmetric relative to ( , ), we

have

(JUa,[Y,Ua])=Z

n=0

(KUa,[Z,UJ) =
n=0

(7t/2)2n+l

(2n + l)!

(-l)"＼(sidY)n+i(Ua >f.

(;r/2)2"+1 , , j

(2≪+ l)! ' a '

Here we show:

[Y,UJ = ±Up_a, [Y,Up.J = ±Ua,

(2.2)

[Z,Ua] = ±Vp_a,[Z,Vp_J = ±Ua,

which imply (2.1) because of ＼UJ2 =＼Uj}_a＼2= ＼Vp_f = 2 .

The proof of (2.2) goes as follows: Recall

{EJaeA, i.e; [Ea,Ea,]= Naa,Ea+a,,with a real

= N .,and -B(Ea,E_a) = 1.Then we get

that we took

number Na a.

the Weyl

satisfying

basis

"a*

Np,-a2=N_a/=NaJ=＼f3＼2/2.

In fact, since @ is highest, /5-(-a) is not a root. Then we get N_a} =

k(-a,-a)/2 , where k is the integer in such a way that P +(-a),---,P + k(-a) are

roots, but fi+(k + l)(-a) is not root. On the other hand, -k(-a,-a)/2 = (f3,-a)

= -＼a＼2/2due to Theorem 4.2 in [W]. Thus N_a/ =＼P＼2/2.We get therefore

[Y,UJ = ±Up_a, [Z,Ua] = ±Vp_a.

In a similar way, since

n 2
- Np-(P-a)

-N 2

we obtain the rest of the equalities of (2.2).

J(a)3
= ＼B＼2/2

Q.E.D

§3. Proof of Theorem 1.2.

We take an orthonormal frame field{e^i- l,--,4n}on a neighborhood of the

origino in M = U/K as

(≪≪+i).= UaAeAk+2)o = IUak+i,(e4k+3)o= JUaM,(eAk+4)o= KU^,
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for k = 0,l,---,n-l, where {≪,,･･-,≪,}is as in Lemma 2.1, (II),(4). Then by

Proposition 1.1, since our /,J, K preserve the Lie bracket [ , ] of u, we have:

(1) (0 is an A'2-connection if and only if, for k = 1,･･･,n ,

MWariuak ])= -HJ[uak,iuai ])= Miuai, iua]) = -MJ[uariua}),

(3.1) makJUak]) = -UK[UakJUaJ) = X(iUa]JUa]) = -UK[UarJUai]),

HiUarKUat}) = -Ml[Uai,KUat ])= H[Uai,KUa]) = -MHUarKUa}),

(2) 0) is an A/f -connection if and only if

k=l

A(i

k=i

f[^

(["≪.

juak

JUai

]HJUak,Kum = o,

]+[Kua,iuam = o,

ui {[uak,KuaL]+uuak,juakm=o,

(3.2)

X(lUasJUa] = HUUa,KUa]),

H[UaJUa] = UiKUasJUa]),

X([Uas,KUa] = X([IUa,JUa]l s = l,--,n,

M[Uap Maq] + UUap, Waq ]+ [JUap, JUaq} + [KUa/>, KUaq ]) = 0,

X([U ,m 1 -[IU ,Ua]~UU ,KU ]+ [KU ,JU ]) = 0,

H[uap,

JU ■ ]+ [IU , KU 1 - [JU , U 1 - [KU ,IU ]) = 0,

1 ^ ≫< fl^ n.

(3) CO is a $2-connection if and only if

(3.3)

X{{UaJUa}) = X(K[UaJUa}＼

HlUaJUa]) = X(I[Uas,JUa]),

X{[UOs, KUas ]) = UJ[Uai, KUai ]), s = 1,･･ ･,n,

X([Uap, KUaq ]) = X(I[Uap, KUaq ]) = UJ[Uap, Uaq ]) = MK[Uap, ^ ]),

A([t/a

/,,

IUaq ]) = A(/[£/ff/i,Waq ]) = A(7[t/Bp, IVa, ]) = A(^[£/a;), IUUq ]),

A([(/a;j, yt/a? ]) = X{i[Uap, /[/a</]) = X(J[Uap, yi/Of ]) = X(K[uUp, JUaq ]),

Wa,. ^ ]) = A(/[*/o,, ^ ]) = X(J[Uap, KUaq ]) = UK[Ua,. ^^≪v 1)

1 ^ /? < ^ ^ n.
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Now we will prove Theorem 1.2.

Case: A'2-connection. If (0 is an A'2-connection, then by (3.1),

H[uakjuak]) = H[uariuai}), k = i,-,n.

By Lemma 2.1,it follows that MHak - Ha )= 0, k = l,---,n,which implies A = 0

on {Het;P(H) = 0} by Lemma 2.3. Since A is a homomorphism, X = 0 on I,.

Conversely, assume that A = 0 on /,.Then by Lemma 2.4, we get,

U[uakjuak]) = -MJ[uak,iuak]),

MiUak,JUak]) = -X(K[Uak,JUak]),

X([Uak,IUak]) = -X(J[Uak,IUak}),

X([Uat,KUak ])= -MHUat. Kl]ak1).and

Uiuakjuak ])= Miua]jua] })Mluak,Kuat ])= -xauai,KUai ]),

for k = l,---,n.By Lemma 2.3, we get

Hiuat,iua]) = H[uaijuai])

thus coisan A'2-connection.

Case: A'2'-connection. By Lemma 2.4

£ nuak

k=＼
,JUak]-K[Uak,JUak]} = ＼{3＼2nY,(mod a,), and

t
{[Uak, KUat ]- l[Uak, ATt/Bt]} = ＼P|2 nZ, (mod a,)

However, by Lemma 2.2, these /,-components are zero. We get, therefore, that

the first three equalities of (3.2) are equivalent to saying that A = 0 on

ax = {X,Y,Z}R. Note that the elements appearing in the rest belong to /,, and

{[Uak,IUak] + J[Uat,IUak]; k = !,･･-,n}R={Het;(3(H) = 0}. Then we get that the

rest of the equations hold if and only if X = 0 on I,. Thus we obtain the desired

result (2).

Case; B2-connection. Assume that A = 0 on a,. Then, by Lemma 2.2, all

the elements W-IW,W-JW,W-KW, with Wek, belong to a,. Thus (3.1)

holds. Conversely, since IU =Va,, the first equality of (3.1) implies that

X(Hat) = -X(H_J{
}),

i.e., KH +H_J{at)) = 0, k = l,~-,n, and then we get
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A,(Hp) = O i.e., A = Qon a,, since A is a homomorphism. Theorem 1.2 is proved
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